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Rockton Pricing 
Management 
is the most flexible multi-platform, 
multi-currency pricing solution ever 
available.

We’ve designed RPM with 20 years 
of Rockton innovation and expertise 
so you can:

Save time

Save money

Eliminate errors

Solve complex pricing problems

Connect with ANY ERP

And lots, lots more…

Automated Dynamic Pricing
Set up any pricing scenario once and let RPM do 
all the calculations and hard work for you behind 
the scenes. Never set up a “Price Level” for each 
item or customer again!

Simplified Price Lists
Juggling a bunch of price lists? Create, organize, 
filter and search multiple price lists super fast, 
and in a way that makes sense.

Date-driven Pricing
Tired of waiting until midnight on the weekend 
to change your prices? RPM lets you create 
multiple price lists with valid date ranges so you 
automatically get the right one—on your schedule.

Rebates, Commissions, 
Offsets and Other Adjustments
This basically means you’ll be blown away by the 
number of ways RPM will make your pricing (and life) 
simpler and easier. Need to track that special pricing 
adjustment and make sure someone gets paid for it 
downstream? Gotcha covered.

Cataloging
Need to update that website or price list for your 
customer? RPM can generate that catalog the 
way you need it, when you need it.



Rockton Pricing Management
Do you manage multiple price lists for 
hundreds to millions of items?

Are you losing way too much money on 
rebates? 

Want to easily set up and track all your 
pricing changes, even daily?

Need to manage complicated commissions 
or royalties? How about some obscure tax?

Does it take forever to find the right pricing 
for the right customer at the right time?

Looking for a flexible pricing management 
solution that works with any ERP?

Ideal for: 
Distributors

Manufacturers

Wholesalers

Suppliers

Contact us for more information or a FREE TRIAL today:
877-4-ROCKTON | www.RocktonSoftware.com


